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To receive your FREE weekly HANDBRAKES 
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share this with a friend please send your 
e-mail address to evan.hhmag@gmail.com. 
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e-mail: email addresses are added to the mailing 
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All content copyrighted property of HANDBRAKES & 
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information from sources and given to readers, the editor 
cannot accept responsibility for any inconvenience or damage 
that may arise therefrom.
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Contesting Round Four of the Rally America series 
this past weekend in Pennsylvania, Canadian driver 
Antoine L’Estage and his co-driver Nathalie Richard 
claimed another victory, confi rming their domination 
of the North American Rally Championship just one 
week after their last win in Canada.
 “This is a huge victory for the Rockstar Energy Drink 
team, especially right after winning last weekend out west 
at the Rocky Mountain Rally,” said L’Estage. “We already 
accomplished this same back-to-back win in 2010 – just 

taking part in both events with the same car is something 
pretty special when you consider the time it takes to cross 
the continent and the logistical challenges involved. Winning 
both is especially sweet and I’m really so proud of the entire 
team.”
 The Susquehannock Trail Performance Rally 
(STPR), taking place in Wellsboro, Pennsylvania, is known 
as one of the most diffi cult in the Rally America series with 
fast, crowned, tree-lined roads. Leading during the fi rst 
competitive stages, L’Estage and Richard eventually fi nished 
the fi rst day in second place before re-taking the lead early 
on Saturday as they headed to victory. 
 “We didn’t have an easy fi rst leg because even 

though we were leading, our engine was overheating and we 
had to slow down,” said Richard. “Luckily, John Buffum and 
our mechanics performed a minor overnight miracle when a 
replacement engine arrived from Vermont at 1am and the 
guys were able to put it in the car before we needed to start 
the second leg.”
 Despite this new less powerful motor, the Rockstar 
Energy Drink duo was not only able to continue the event 
but they reclaimed fi rst place and won the rally. This victory 
allows Antoine L’Estage and Nathalie Richard to increase their 
lead in the North American Rally Cup and climb to second 
place in the Rally America series.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Neil McDaid
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SERVICE PARK



Five drivers from this year’s MSA British Rally 
Championship (BRC) have been invited to compete at 
the Goodwood Festival of Speed, taking to the Forest 
Rally Stage at the world famous event, which begins at 
the end of June.
 The Championship will have a presence too; at 
the event to support Mark Donnelly, Gethin Jones, Jussi 
Kumpumäki, Garry Pearson and Osian Pryce, all of whom 
will drive their respective cars up the tricky stage over the 
festival weekend.
 The drivers will attend Goodwood as a result of their 
class and overall victories on the opening BRC event of the 
season, Rallye Sunseeker International, a money-can’t-buy 
reward courtesy of the rally organiser Southern car Club 
(SCC)

 As well as the BRC competitors, the championship 
will share the service area with the International Rally 
Drivers Club (IRDC). The club, which was formed in 1969, 
aims to enhance communication between those involved 
in the sport, and to promote, advance and protect national 
and international Rallying in the interests of competitors and 
organisers.
 Southern Car Club’s Rick Smith: “We are proud 
to be organising the rally stage at the Goodwood Festival 
of Speed again and this is the second year that we have 
arranged for prize-invitations for BRC class winners from 
Rallye Sunseeker.
 “It is a fantastic spectacle and the quality and range 
of drivers, cars and experience that will be represented, both 
on the hill and on the rally stage, helps make it arguably the 
best motoring event in the world.”
 BRC Manager Mark Taylor: “We are so grateful 
to Rick and the team at Goodwood for arranging these 

invitations to the Festival of Speed. It is such a high profi le 
event that it can’t fail to raise the profi le of not only the 
drivers, but further enhance the profi le of such an important 
series as the British Rally Championship.”
 But before they get to Goodwood, the drivers and 
their co-drivers have another important engagement to fulfi l. 
The fourth round of the MSA British Rally Championship, the 
Jim Clark International Rally, takes place over the Jubilee 
weekend on the closed public roads around motorsport 
legend Jim Clark’s home town.
 So with just three weeks between this and the 
Goodwood Festival of Speed, they will all be hoping for 
trouble-free runs in the Scottish Borders.
 The Goodwood Festival of Speed begins on Thursday 
28th June with the Moving Motor Show, then continues over 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, gates opening at 7am each 
day.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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After two rallies of the eight-event 2012 South 
African Rally Championship, the very best rally 
crews have showcased the reasons why this series 
is internationally regarded. A quarter way into the 
season, and the 29 special stages run thus far have 
been dominated by one crew and team, but this 
weekend’s Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally will see the 
battle for the top position of the leader board renewed 
in the dry and dusty mielie fi elds around Bapsfontein.
 Last year’s event results were declared null and 
void by Motorsport South Africa, the sport’s governing 
body, after a months-long legal battle stemming from 
severe shortcutting in the stages. The action on the stages 
was fi erce with crews fi ghting for every tenth of a second 

advantage over their rivals, and this year’s edition will be 
no different. Crews face 190km of ten high-speed stages 
that twist and turn between the tall mielie fi elds around 
Bapsfontein. The event gets underway with its Ceremonial 
Start at McCarthy Toyota dealership in Lynnwood, Pretoria 
at 09h00 on Saturday 9 June. Day One’s action takes in fi ve 
gravel stages around Bapsfontein with the day’s closing stage 
at the RallyStar Motorsport Academy starting at 13h46. 
Day Two restarts at 07h00 at RallyStar Motorsport Academy 
with Day One’s four gravel stages in the Bapsfontein area 
repeated. The rally then concludes with an exciting 16km 
tarmac special stage around Zwartkops Raceway starting at 
12h50. This will be a spectator-friendly speed test, as crews 
will tackle the circuit in reverse direction and also take in the 
go-kart track’s tight turns to offer fans a close-up view of 
their favourite crews. A podium prize giving will be held at 
14h00 to conclude the rally.

 Team Total is South Africa’s largest privateer squad, 
boasting four Toyota rally cars in two categories. Jean-Pierre 
Damseaux/Grant Martin (car #10) and Mohammed Moosa/
Andre Vermeulen (car #13) compete in the premier Class 
S2000 in Toyota’s Auris S2000 rally weapons and battle it out 
against their factory-backed rivals for the prestigious Drivers’ 
Championship title. Craig Trott/Robbie Coetzee (car #62) 
and the only all-female rally crew in South Africa of Stefanie 
Botha/Angela Shields (car #74) proudly fl y the Team Total 
livery in Class S1600 with Toyota RunX machines.
 With two top eight results thus far in the season, 
and fi nishing each rally as the fi rst privateer Toyota Auris 
S2000, Damseaux will be aiming for a position in the top fi ve 
at this event.
 “It has been a good start to the year so far, but I 
will be aiming to do better this weekend,” said Damseaux. 
“This rally is not a testing event for a driver, as the stages 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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are very open and forgiving to drivers. However, we are all 
in the same boat and we will all be driving to the limits to be 
fastest.”
 Gaining in speed and confi dence, the Somerset 
West-based rally ace is never to be underestimated and his 
rivals will be wary of this speed merchant’s stage times as he 
aims to outpace his factory-backed opponents in this high-
speed game of chess.
 “Dust will be a problem on the stages though, as we 
turn back on ourselves in hairpins and tight turns,” continued 
Damseaux. “It makes pace notes all the more important, 
and we will need to be more committed. We’re looking for a 
strong result; our car has been sorted out and we have had 
good test sessions.”
 Tenacity and commitment are two words best 
describing Moosa’s attacking driving style in 2012 thus far. 
This businessman from Tzaneen also pushes his Class S2000 

adversaries, and is quick to fi nd a rhythm in the stages that 
enables him to attack from the get-go.
 “We’ll be going for it this weekend, and our aim is 
the top fi ve,” said Moosa. “We’ve been working on our pace 
notes and testing new settings on our car, and we’re very 
happy. We need to step up our game this weekend, and we 
will be attacking from fi rst stage.”
 The two Class S1600 and Two Wheel Drive 
Championship contenders from Team Total vying for victory 
will see a hammer-and-tongs effort from both crews once 
more this weekend. The burgeoning Class S1600 has 
provided many thrills thus far in 2012 and the high-speed 
stages on the Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally will see these 
drivers fi ghting for every tenth of a second over their rivals.
 Trott, Class winner in the opening round’s Total 
Rally, will be out to score maximum points after a mechanical 
retirement on the previous event. His always immaculately 

prepared Toyota RunX S1600 will be tested on these dry 
and dusty stages, but the gutsy driver will be attacking for 
victory.
 This also rings true for the only all-female national 
rally crew of Botha and Shields, who are aiming to get their 
fi rst points of the season on the scoreboard after a less than 
perfect start to their 2012 campaign. Speed is one thing 
driver Stephanie Botha does not lack, and her aggressive 
driving style will see her continue mix with the Class leaders 
in Gauteng.
 For more information on this event and on Team 
Total, please visit http://www.total.co.za, on Facebook at 
http://wwwfacebook.com/TotalSouthAfrica and on Twitter at 
http://www.twitter.com/TotalSAfrica. H&H



The World Rally Championship’s visit to the Greek 
gravel stages saw yet another closely fought battle 
for overall honours between Sebastien Loeb (Citroën 
Total World Rally Team) and the two hard-charging 

Ford World Rally Team’s Fiesta RS WRCs of Jari-Matti 
Latvala and Petter Solberg. The outcome of the rally 
result was decided in the favour of Loeb after Solberg 
crashed out, and Loeb’s Finnish team-mate Mikko 
Hirvonen powering to steal a one-two fi nish for the 
French team.
 Handbrakes & Hairpins was there, chewing on the 

dirt in our teeth as we clenched our jaws when the mighty 
machines thundered past. This rally was dry and dusty, with 
rainy weather thrown in too. This just added to the intensity 
that is the Acropolis Rally of Greece. Enjoy Part One of our 
visual tour of this fast-paced event!

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Eva Kovkova for Handbrakes & Hairpins
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PARC FERME



A quality performance by Keith Cronin and co-driver 
Marshall Clarke saw them record a second MSA British 
Rally Championship (BRC) victory of the season 
this weekend by winning Round Four, the Jim Clark 
International Rally. Having taken the lead on a third 
of the event’s 15 stages, Cronin/Clarke overcame the 
understandable concerns caused by a recurring broken 
brake pedal, to cross the fi nish line one-minute and 16 
seconds ahead of their closest rivals, Tom Cave/Craig 
Parry.
 Making a Citroën DS3 1-2-3 and also fi nishing 

01min 16sec behind the car in front, Jonny Greer/Gordon 
Noble rounded off the podium positions ahead of fourth-
placed Elfyn Evans – who this time was accompanied by Dale 
Furniss – to make it four Class 6 (R2 category) victories out 
of four for the Welshman. This result means that Evans and 
Cave now share the championship lead with Cave/Parry with 
a score of 60 points.
 The Jim Clark Rally is unique, as it’s the only event 
of its kind that takes place over closed public roads on the 
British mainland. The International element of the event 
began on Friday evening with the now traditional ceremonial 
start in the centre of Duns, which was immediately followed 
by two runs of a 1.9km-long stage through the town in front 
of thousands of spectators.

 Fastest through both stages were Finns Jarkko 
Nikara/Petri Nikara in their Citroën DS3, who booked into 
the overnight Parc Fermé at Kelso Racecourse with a 01.9 
second lead ahead of Cronin/Clarke. Third at this point were 
Callum Black/Paul Wakely, who were pleased to be on the 
pace in their brand new Citroën DS3, bearing in mind they 
were getting used to the car and Black had admitted he 
was dialling himself in following the accident that sidelined 
his Suzuki Swift in round one of the championship – Rallye 
Sunseeker – in February.
 All 25 BRC competitors made it through the two 
spectator stages without issue, the crews mindful that the 
rally couldn’t be won there, but it could certainly be lost. 
Starting with the infamous 25.6km Abbey St. Bathans stage 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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on Saturday morning, Cronin/Clarke were on it from the 
word go and, taking 03 seconds off Nikara/Nikara, they 
arrived at the fi nish control with a 01.1 second lead.
 Such was the pace of the team-mates, they had 
pulled a gap of 34 seconds ahead of Peter Taylor/Andrew 
Roughead in their Renault Clio in an excellent third, with 
Cave/Parry fourth, split by 01.1 seconds. In fi fth and leading 
the Class 6 (R2 category) were Jukka Korhonen/Mikael 
Korhonen, an impressive start by the Finns in the Pirelli Star 
Driver Skoda Fabia, bearing in mind this event was their fi rst 
ever asphalt rally.
 Whilst the front-runners defi ed the spectre of the 
Abbey St. Bathans stage’s reputation, others did not. First 
to go were Niko Nieminen/Pasi Haataja; a patch of mud at 
the end of a long straight just 4.8km in catching them out 
and sending their Fiesta off the road and into the trees. 
Thankfully the two Finns emerged unscathed, but the same 
could not be said for their car.
 Next to exit stage left were James Grint/Phil Clarke, 

when their car’s brake pedal went to the fl oor and, although 
provoking frantic evasive action to avoid contact with the 
Berwickshire landscape, their Citroën DS3 inevitably spun 
and ended its day in a ditch. Once recovered, their team was 
able to replace the car’s rear beam and enable it to reappear 
on Sunday under SupeRally regulations.
 Also having problems in SS3 and opting to 
‘SupeRally’ on Sunday were Desi Henry/Niall Burns, when 
a drive belt tensioner caused their Citroën’s power steering 
and water pump to stop working. However, by far the 
most spectacular retirement of the day was that of Arron 
Newby/Martin Taylor: a heavy landing following a fl at crest 
catapulted their Skoda Fabia off the road and into a series of 
rolls.
 Although shaken, both climbed out unharmed and, 
even though the car wasn’t too badly damaged, it was going 
no further. A great shame after such a promising start, as 
they were second of the Class 6 (R2) runners and seventh 
overall following the two Duns stages on Friday evening.

 SS5 saw Cave/Parry overhaul Taylor/Roughead - 
who felt their Renault was not going as quickly as it could – 
and then, on SS6, the round-two winners found themselves 
in second, when Nikara/Nikara lost third gear and dropped 
time as a consequence. This stage was to prove entertaining 
for spectators when a damp patch of road on the approach 
to a 90-left saw over half the BRC fi eld overshoot the corner 
and go straight on down a track and into a fi eld, Taylor/
Roughead and Alex Parpottas/Chris Davies winning the prize 
for traversing the furthest distance from the road they should 
have been on.
 Following the lunch-time service halt at Kelso 
Racecourse, the morning’s four stages were tackled again, 
albeit not in the same order. For a moment, the rally leaders 
thought that stage seven was to be their last, when Cronin’s 
brake pedal broke. But with a combination of skill - and a bit 
of luck – the twice British Rally Champion was able to avoid 
the surrounding scenery and make it to the end of the stage, 
where he and Clarke instigated a temporary fi x.H&H



 Even though the Irishman said he was not driving 
at 100 percent from then on, he was still able to increase 
his advantage – his cause when helped when Nikara/
Nikara retired on SS9 after their gearbox problems became 
decidedly worse. The Finns’ exit also helped Cave/Parry, who 
admitted that they had backed-off a little to consolidate their 
lead of just over a minute ahead of third-placed Jonny Greer/
Gordon Noble – also in a DS3. Taylor/Roughead were now 
fourth – and closing – whilst Elfyn Evans/Dale Furniss were 
fi fth and now the leading Class 6 (R2) car.
 Not relishing the afternoon’s quartet of stages were 
Gethin Jones/Kevin Devine, when their Fiesta’s gear linkage 
came adrift in stage eight and would force them to opt for 
SupeRally on Sunday. Round one winners Mark Donnelly/
Dai Roberts were seeded at number one and, although 
expectations were high for the Renault Clio R3 crew, an 
electrical problem caused their car’s engine to lose power 
which meant they were languishing in ninth place when cars 
returned to Kelso Racecourse for the overnight halt.

 Although clouds were present in the skies over 
Berwickshire throughout Saturday, the rain had held off. But, 
this was not the case on Sunday when, just as the leading 
cars were about to start the fi rst of two runs through the 
12.8km Bothwell stage, rain started falling. As there was 
bright sunshine when the cars left the racecourse at the start 
of the day, all were caught out on the wrong tyres and only 
those that had carried intermediates as spares were able to 
improve their chances of fi nding any grip.
 After the fi rst six cars started SS11, the rain 
stopped as quickly as it had begun, a factor that helped the 
cars running further down the fi eld – especially the lower-
powered variety - that found more traction than the usually 
quicker R3 cars. This sudden change in conditions threw a 
curved ball as far as the stage times were concerned: whilst 
Cave/Parry recorded the fastest time on SS11, Parpottas/
Davies were second in their Fiesta R2. But even more 
impressively, SS12 saw Matthew Cathcart/James Morgan set 
the fastest time, with Jussi Kumpumäki/Jani Salo third on the 

two runs through Bothwell – both crews in Fiesta R2s.
 Whilst all this paranormal activity was going on, 
Cronin/Clarke had a fright, when a recurrence of the broken 
brake pedal cost them over 30 seconds and an off-road 
excursion in SS12. Therefore, the gap between him and 
Cave/Parry when cars booked into the mid-morning service 
halt was down to 32 seconds.
 With three stages left, the rally leaders decided 
to stamp their authority on proceedings and, with a trio of 
fastest times, increased their margin to 01min 16sec ahead 
of Cave/Parry, who did likewise ahead of Greer/Noble. Even 
though seventh-placed Korhonen/Korhonen were getting 
quicker, they could not catch Evans/Furniss, which meant the 
talented Welshman scored his fourth Class 6 (R2) victory out 
of four. This result places both Evans and Cave at the top of 
the drivers’ points table, with Cronin next in line and just two 
points behind.
 Osian Pryce/Iestyn Williams had a better day than 
they had on Saturday and claimed an eventual fi fth place in 



their Citroën DS3, with Donnelly/Roberts also having a more 
productive time and brought their Renault Clio R3 home in 
sixth.
 In eighth place and third in Class 6 were Matthew 
Cathcart/James Morgan in their Ford Fiesta. Of all the BRC 
crews, they were the ones who grasped Sunday morning’s 
wet and slippery conditions by the scruff of the neck. This 
performance saw Cathcart presented with the coveted 
Pirelli Star Driver yellow jersey at the fi nish and with it, a 
nomination to go forward to the end-of-year shoot out.
 Whilst the front-runners were forging ahead, in 
contrast, Sunday’s fi nal three stages others were not the 
best for others: Garry Pearson/Craig Wallace had their 
chances of taking a third Junior category win scuppered 
when one of their Renault Twingo R1’s driveshafts took 
a turn for the worse on SS13. For Taylor/Roughead and 
Kumpumäki/Salo SS14 was to be their nemesis, with both of 
them going off on the same stretch of road and getting their 
cars stuck in a ditch.

 But the most bitter of pills was reserved for North 
American driver Nick Allen and his Midlands-based co-driver 
Andy Bull. On the 15th and fi nal stage they were caught out 
by the infamous Swinton crossroads jump, which caused 
their Renault Twingo R2 to spear off the road and into a tree, 
the impact bringing their rally to an abrupt halt.
 At the fi nish in Duns town centre, a delighted Keith 
Cronin said: “This certainly wasn’t the easiest of events, 
especially with the brake pedal problem, but I’m delighted 
that the result was the right one in the end. It’s great to 
win this event, especially against such strong competition 
and because it’s been so tough. This has really helped our 
chances in the championship.”
 The MSA British Rally Championship now takes an 
11-week Summer break before Round Five, the Toddsleap 
International Rally NI – the second of the season’s two 
asphalt events - which takes place on 17 - 18 August.

BRC Jim Clark Int’l Rally Final Classifi cation:
01) K. Cronin/M. Clarke
       Citroën DS3  - 02h 09m 34.7s
02) T. Cave/C. Parry
       Citroën DS3 + 01m 16.5s
03) J. Greer/G. Noble
       Citroën DS3 + 02m 32.6s
04) E. Evans/D. Furniss
       Ford Fiesta R2 + 02m 44.3s
05) O. Pryce/I. Williams
       Citroën DS3 R3 + 03m 39.7s
06) M. Donnelly/D. Roberts
       Renault Clio R3 + 03h 50.8s
07) J. Korhonen/M. Korhonen
       Skoda Fabia R2 + 03m 56.0s
08) M. Cathcart/J. Morgan
       Ford Fiesta R2 + 04m 28.9s
09) C. Black/P. Wakely
       Citroën DS3 + 08m 17.1s
10) C. Ingram/I. Thomas
       Renault Twingo R2 + 10m 59.3s     

H&H



While competitors in the Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally 
can expect a tough and technical high-speed test 
through the dusty private farm roads around RallyStar 
near Bapsfontein this weekend, rally fans are assured 
of numerous excellent vantage points from which to 
watch their heroes.
 The long-awaited third round of the South African 
Rally Championship is the one that brings the action closest 
to the fans with at least seven of the two-day event’s timed 
special stages within walking distance of the RallyStar 
facility, which hosts Saturday afternoon’s fi nish and Sunday 
morning’s start.

 Winning the two rounds of the series thus far in 
2012, Mark Cronje/Robin Houghton (Team Sasol Ford Fiesta 
S2000) are favourites for victory here once more as they 
were also on the top step of the podium at this event last 
year in dominant fashion. However, due to months-long 
legal wranglings, that event was declared null and void after 
severe shortcutting in the stages.
 Cronje’s fl eet-footedness in 2012 stems from his 
calm yet assertive driving style, being able to predict the 
pace and put into place a strategy on two or three stages to 
claim the lead and then stretch an advantage: pure mastery.
 On the last round, the Sasol Rally 2012, it was the 
Toyota Auris of Johnny Gemmell/Carolyn Swan (Castrol Team 
Toyota) that fi nished second in a hammer-andtongs race to 
the fl ag, ending the rally just 03.1 seconds off the winners 

in the fi nal stage. The Gauteng-based businessman will be 
looking to settle the score and hand Toyota its fi rst victory of 
the season and do its sponsors proud.
 Also not to be underestimated is the speed of the 
Dutch-Belgian pairing of Hans Weijs jnr and Bjorn Degandt 
(BP Volkswagen Polo S2000). They have increased in speed 
as the stages are ticked off in their rookie season in South 
African competition, and will also prove a threat for the 
overall win if their new-for-2012 Polo S2000 can match its 
rivals on the dry and dusty gravel roads.
 And, what would rallying be without the win-hungry 
privateers... Jean-Pierre Damseaux, Mohammed Moosa, Jon 
Williams and a host of other similarly talented drivers are 
lurking just behind the factory Volkswagen and Toyota crews 
for an opportunity to grab the lead. This event will not be 
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one to overly challenge drivers’ skills, but their right feet will 
all be glued to the accelerator pedal!
 There are fi ve special stages on each day covering 
a total stage distance of 186km and the competition starts 
off with a bang in the form of a brand new, never been raced 
before stage alongside the R21 between Pretoria and Oliver 
Tambo International Airport. According to route director Leon 
Botha, this 28km stage, which is repeated on Sunday as 
SS9, will be the most testing stage of the rally.
 “While competitors will fi nd the route familiar, 
they should not underestimate the challenge,” warned 
Botha, himself a former top national rally championship 
contender. “It will be a lot tougher than in the past and more 
technical. Thanks to a new property owner to rallying, M & T 
Developments, we have a really testing stage that will more 
than likely determine the outcome of the rally.
 “Without the kind co-operation of land owners, we 
would not be able to rally and it’s always nice to add a new 

land owner to our list of friends,” Botha added.
 The route is similar to that used in previous years, 
with the exception of the new stage, and it takes place on 
Saturday and Sunday with the fi nish at Zwartkops Raceway 
west of Pretoria from approximately 13h30.
 There will be a ceremonial start from McCarthy 
Toyota in Lynnwood east of Pretoria at 09h00 on Saturday, 
from where competitors will proceed on a liaison section 
to the start of stage one alongside the R21 from Pretoria 
to Oliver Tambo International Airport. SS2 is the familiar 
27km Tweefontein stage on the road to Bredell, which will be 
repeated in reverse as stage eight on Sunday.
 SS3 (on Saturday) and SS7 (on Sunday) is the 
19,4km Frik stage across the road from RallyStar. SS4 is the 
short, 9,5km stage on the RallyStar property. Day One ends 
with the traditional Super Special stage at RallyStar, which 
Botha says is twice as fast as in previous years and will 
provide the fans with spectacular action as the cars compete 

alongside each other, two at a time. The Super Special is 
repeated as the opening stage on Sunday, starting at 07h00. 
The fi nal stage will be a 16,9km tarmac test, consisting of 
seven laps of the 2,4km Zwartkops circuit run in reverse 
and ending on Sunday afternoon with half a lap of the 
Bridgestone kart circuit.
 “Toyota is proud to be the sponsor of the only 
national championship rally that affords the fans in Gauteng 
the opportunity to see this exciting motorsport category 
up close,” said Ferdi de Vos, General Manager: Internal 
Communications and Motor Sport of Toyota South Africa 
Motors. “With the support of our Gauteng dealers, we are 
pleased to once again be associated with this event and 
we wish all the competitors the best of luck. We hope the 
fans will turn out in force with their families to enjoy what 
promises to be a thrilling contest.” H&H
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